The recent progress of human parsing techniques has been largely driven by the availability of rich data resources. In this work, we demonstrate some critical discrepancies between the current benchmark datasets and the real world human parsing scenarios. For instance, all the human parsing datasets only contain one person per image, while usually multiple persons appear simultaneously in a realistic scene. It is more practically demanded to simultaneously parse multiple persons, which presents a greater challenge to modern human parsing methods. Unfortunately, absence of relevant data resources severely impedes the development of multiple-human parsing methods.
Introduction
Human parsing is an important task for human-centric analysis. It refers to partitioning a human image into multiple semantically consistent regions belonging to body parts or clothes items. A lot of higher level applications are founded upon human parsing, such as virtual reality [1] , video surveillance [2] , and human behavior analysis [3, 4] . Beyond single person parsing, the more challenging and realistic scenario is to perform parsing with the presence and interaction of multiple persons.
Previous work on human parsing mainly focuses on the problem of parsing in controlled and simplified conditions. For example, persons in fashion pictures are explored in [5, 6, 7] , where the majority of persons under consideration are in upright poses. The human parsing problem in these settings are relatively easy to tackle as the pose variation is limited and complex between-person interactions are uncommon. Recently, human parsing closer to real world conditions is also inspected in [8] , where persons present varied clothing appearances, partial occlusion and diverse viewpoints.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no research attempt has been made to establish a well-founded solution to the problem of human parsing in the wild with simultaneous presence of (a) Person-Part [9] and middle: Look into Person [8] ). Best viewed in color.
multiple persons. The existing datasets and methods all focus on single human parsing and rely on off-the-shelf person detectors to localize persons in the images. With the detection and parsing algorithms in two separate stages, the existing methods fail to model the interactions among different persons for multiple-human parsing. However, in real world human parsing problems, the setting of multiple persons with interactions are more realistic and usual. Thus a method to consider both the local information of each individual person and the global information for the whole group of people and the interactions among them is highly desired. In this work, we aim to address the problem of multiple-human parsing-which is closer to the real world human parsing problem-by introducing a new dataset providing images of multiple humans with careful annotations and proposing a new multiple-human parsing model. In our proposed model, we tackle the problem of person detection and human parsing simultaneously so that both the global information and the local information are employed. The introduced multiple-human parsing dataset will serve as a valuable data source to develop multiple-human parsing models and a benchmark to evaluate their performance.
To sum up, we make the following contributions. 1) We introduce the multiple-human parsing problem that extends the research scope of human parsing and matches real world scenarios better in various applications. 2) We construct a new large-scale benchmark, named Multiple-Human Parsing (MHP) dataset, to advance the development of relevant techniques. We show the comparisons of our datasets with existing ones in Table 1 . 3) We propose a novel MH-Parser model for multiple-human parsing, which integrates global context as well as local cues for human parsing and significantly outperforms the naive "detect-and-parse" approach.
Related work
Human parsing Previous human parsing methods [11, 7, 12, 8] and datasets [10, 9, 7, 8] only focus on addressing human parsing problem for the single instance, which have severe practical limitations. The commonly used publicly available datasets for human parsing are summarized in the upper-panel of Table 1 . None of them considers human parsing for multi-instances. To stimulate the multiple-human parsing research, we propose a first standard and comprehensive MHP benchmark dataset. This dataset is more challenging than previous ones in the sense that the new dataset contains 4,980 multiple-human images with elaborated pixel-wise annotations The images collected from the real world scenarios contain humans appearing with challenging poses and views, heavily occlusion, various appearances, relationships and low-resolution. MHP is proposed for visual understanding of humans in a crowd scene by "looking into" each person in the image, which is aligned better with the real world scenario.
Instance-aware object segmentation Recently, many research efforts have been devoted into instance-aware object semantic segmentation, requiring the detection and segmentation of individual object instances. In particular, Dai et al. [13] proposed Multi-task Network Cascades (MNC) for instance-aware semantic segmentation, which consists of three separate networks for differentiating instances, estimating masks and categorizing objects, receptively. Li et al. [14] proposed the first fully convolutional end-to-end solution for instance-aware semantic segmentation, which inherits all the merits of FCNs for semantic segmentation and instance mask proposal, and performs instance mask prediction and classification jointly. However, these methods can only predict the person-level parsing result for each instance without any detailed information on body parts and fashion categories. Such a problem setting is disadvantageous for fine-grained image understanding. In contrast, our MHP is proposed towards the multiple-human parsing in the wild, which aims to push the frontiers of real world human parsing research.
The MHP dataset
In this section, we introduce our collected 
Image collection and annotation methodology
In order to reach ample resources of multiple-human images, we manually specify several underlying relationships (e.g., family, couple, team, etc.), and several possible scenes (e.g., sports, conferences, banquets, etc.); such specification is performed to gain a great diversity in the returned results. Once an above-mentioned property is specified, corresponding multiple-human images are located by performing Internet searches on Creative Commons licensed imagery. For each identified image, the contained human number and corresponding URL are stored in a spreadsheet. Automated scrapping software is used to download the multiple-human imagery and stores all relevant information in a relational database. After curating imagery, the next step is manual annotation by professional data annotators, which includes two distinct tasks. The first task is manually counting the number of foreground persons and duplicating each image into several copies according to that number. Each duplicated image is marked with the image ID, the contained human number, and a self-index. Once the first task is completed, the second is to assign the fine-grained pixel-wise label for each instance. We implement an annotation tool and generate multi-scale superpixels of images based on [15] to speed up the annotation. Each multiple-human image contains at least two instances. The semantic segmentation annotation for each instance is in the order from left to right, corresponding to the duplicated image with the self-index from beginning to the end. For each instance, 18 semantic categories are defined and annotated, i.e. "hat", "hair", "sun glasses", "upper clothes", "skirt", "pants", "dress", "belt", "left shoe", "right shoe", "face", "left leg", "right leg", "left arm", "right arm", "bag", "scarf" and "torso skin". Each instance has a complete set of annotations whenever the corresponding category appears in the current image. When annotating one instance, others are regarded as background. Thus, the resulting annotation set for each image consists of N person-level segmentation masks, where N is the number of persons in the image.
After annotation, manual inspection is performed on all images and corresponding annotations to verify the correctness. In cases where annotations are erroneous, the information is manually rectified by a well informed analyst. The whole work took around three months to accomplish by 10 professional data annotators.
Dataset statistics
In total, there are 4,980 images and 14,969 person-level annotations in the MHP dataset. We randomly choose 980 images and their corresponding annotations as the testing set. The rest form a training set of 3,000 images and a validation set of 1,000 images. More statistical details are given in Table 1 .
Here, we introduce the images and categories in the MHP dataset with more details. All images of the MHP dataset contain two or more instances with an average of three. The distribution of the number of persons per image is illustrated in Figure 2 (middle). In general, "face", "arms", and "legs" are the most remarkable parts of a human body. However, real world human parsing aims to analyze every detailed region of each person of interest, including different body parts and different clothes and accessories. We therefore define 7 body parts and 11 fashion categories. Among these 7 body parts, we divide "arms" and "legs" into left and right side for more precise and reasonable analysis, which also increases the difficulty of the task. We define "hair", "face", and "torso skin" as the remaining three body parts, which can be used as auxiliary guidance for more comprehensive person-level understanding. As for fashion categories, we have not only common clothes like "upper clothes", "pants", and "shoes", but also confusing categories such as "skirt" v.s. "dress" and infrequent categories such as "scarf". Furthermore, accessories like "sun glasses", "belt", and "bag" are also taken into account, which are common but hard to predict, especially for the small-scale "sun glasses" and "belt" in the real world multiple-human parsing scenario. In all, the classes involve most fashion categories in different styles for men, women, and children in all seasons. The statistics for each semantic part annotation are presented in Figure 2 (right). The images in the MHP dataset contain diverse human numbers, appearances, viewpoints and relationships (see Figure 1 ). Such ample information is highly beneficial to many higherlevel artificial intelligence applications, such as human behavior analysis [3, 4] , clothing style recognition and retrieval [16] , and automatic product recommendation [17] . Besides the full body images, some images contain instances with only upper-bodies or lower-bodies. Additionally, more than half of the images suffer occlusion of different degrees. In more challenging cases, the images contain instances in an extreme-view (e.g., side-view or back-view), which gives rise to more ambiguity of left and right spatial layouts for each person of interest. Thus, the MHP dataset is better aligned with the real world scenario and it is proposed to set a new benchmark on human-centric analysis for pushing the frontiers of human parsing research.
Multiple-Human Parsing Methods
In this section, we introduce our proposed method, MH-Parser, together with the "detect-andparse" method to solve the problem of multiple-human parsing.
MH-Parser
The proposed MH-Parser considers the local information of each person as well as the global information from the whole image when tackling the problem. The proposed MH-Parser has five components, which are detailed as follows.
Representation learner
We use a trunk network to learn rich and discriminative representations for the task of multiple-human parsing. The learned representations are shareable across different sub-tasks in the following networks. In the trunk network, we preserve the spatial information of the image by employing fully convolutional neural networks.
Global parser The aim of the global predictor is to capture the global information of the whole image. The global parser takes the representation from the representation learner and generates a semantic parsing map of the whole image. Supervised to generate the holistic semantic parsing map, the global predictor seeks a best description to determine the overall parsing maps for all the persons in the image.
Candidate nominator
We use a candidate nominator to generate local regions of interest. The candidate nominator consists of a Region Proposal Network (RPN), a bounding box classifier and a bounding box regression, similar to Faster RCNN. The candidate nominator takes in the common representation, generates region proposals and applies the bounding box regression and non-maximum suppression to the proposals to produce high quality candidate boxes which are plausible to contain persons. The candidate boxes nominated in this component are used in later components below.
Local parser The aim of the local parser is to give a fine-grained prediction of the semantic parsing labels for each person in the image. The local predictor takes as input the common representation and the candidate boxes produced by the candidate nominator, and outputs the semantic labels of all the pixels within the candidate box. The local prediction steers more attention to the selected regions and gives high resolution computation power for these regions.
Global-local aggregator Finally the aggregator in MH-Parser leverages both the global and local information when performing the parsing task of each person. The aggregator considers both the local information and the global context information by taking as input the hidden representations from both the local parser and the global parser. It outputs a set of semantic parsing predictions for each candidate box.
Detect-and-parse baseline
In this baseline, there are two separate stages, i.e. detection stage and parsing stage. In the detection stage, we use the representation learner and the candidate nominator as the detection model. In the parsing stage, we use the representation learner and the local prediction as the the parsing model. The input to the parsing model are cropped persons resized to a fixed spatial resolution. The representation learners in the two stages are separate and there is no information shared between them.
Experiments

Performance evaluation
The goal of multiple-human parsing is to accurately detect the persons in one image and generate semantic category predictions for each pixel in the detected regions. To evaluate the performance of different multiple-human parsing algorithms, we propose to use the following evaluation metrics.
Mean average precision based on pixel (mAP p ) Different from the mean average precision (mAP) based on box-level intersection over union (IOU), we adopt pixel-level IOU of different semantic categories on a person as the criterion to determine if one detection/segmentation instance is a true positive. More specifically, when comparing one predicted parsing map with one ground truth person-level parsing label, we find the pixel-level IOU of all the semantic categories between them and use the mean IOU of all the categories as the measure of overlap. We match a predicted parsing map to the ground truth parsing label which has the largest mean IOU with it. When the mean IOU is larger than a threshold and the ground truth is not matched yet, the detection/segmentation is determined as a true positive, and otherwise a false positive. We refer to the mAP under this condition as mAP p . This metric is significantly harder than the mAP, and it is a stricter and better metric to evaluate how well the detection/segmentation agrees with the ground truths.
Percentage of correctly segmented body parts (PCP) This evaluation metric is adopted from human pose estimation [18, 9] to evaluate how well different semantic categories on a human are segmented. For each instance that is determined to be a true positive, we find all the categories (excluding background) whose pixel level IOU is larger than a threshold and regard these categories as correctly segmented. Then the PCP of one person is the ratio between the correctly segmented categories and the total number of categories of that person, and the overall PCP is the average PCP for all persons which are determined to be true positives.
Global Mean IOU The metric evaluates how well the overall parsing predictions match the overall global parsing labels. To obtain the global mean IOU of one image, we first generate the global ground truth parsing labels by overlaying person-level annotations of all the persons (the information to differentiate persons is not preserved). Then we generate the global predictions by overlaying the predicted parsing maps. Finally we perform a pixel level comparison to find the IOU of different categories between the global parsing labels and the global predictions as in the case of single person parsing [8] . The global mean IOU of the dataset is the average of the global mean IOU of each image.
Implementation details
For the proposed MH-Parser, we adopt a residual network [19] with 50 layers as the representation learner. The representation learner contains all the layers in a standard residual network except the fully connected layers. The input to the representation learner is an image with the shorter side resized to 600 pixels and the longer side no larger than 1000 pixels. The output of the representation learner is of 1/16 of the spatial dimension of the input image. For the global parser, we add a deconvolution layer after the representation learner and generate a feature map with spatial dimension 1/8 of the input image, which is then used to predict the global semantic labels of the whole image. For the candidate nominator, we use region proposal network (RPN) to generate region proposals. A classification network and a regression network are used to perform bounding box classification and regression, respectively, upon the proposals. The local parser is based on the region after Region of Interest (ROI) pooling from the representation learner and the size after pooling is 40. For the global-local aggregator, the local part is from the hidden layer in the local parser, and the global part uses the feature after ROI pooling from the hidden layer of the global parser with the same pooled size. The network is optimized with one image per batch and the optimizer used is Adam [20] .
Experimental analysis
In this subsection, we report the performance of the proposed MH-Parser and other baseline methods. Analysis of the experimental results is also given.
Overall performance evaluation
We compare the "detect-and-parse" baseline and the variations of the proposed MH-Parser algorithm. Specifically the variations of MH-Parser include RL+G, RL+L and RL+G+L, where RL stands for the representation learner, G means the global parser and L denotes the local parser. All those variations include the candidate nominator, as the RL+L and RL+G+L models require it to generate candidate boxes for training and testing, and the RL+G model relies on it to generate person detection boxes during testing. The performance of these models in terms of mAP p , PCP and Global Mean IOU is listed in Table 2 . All the models are trained on the training and validation sets and the results on the test set are reported. In the table the overlap thresholds for mAP p and PCP are both set as 0.4. Comparing the RL+L model with the Detect-and-parse model, we can see that simultaneously modeling of the detection and parsing tasks helps improve the performance of the parsing task, as these two task are highly related and the multi-task setting helps boost the performance. Comparing the RL+G+L model with previous models, we can see that jointly learning the global and local parsing tasks helps improve the performance of the multiple-human parsing task. The last row shows the aggregator built on top of the G component and L component enables the interaction between them and further improves the performance.
For the RL+G+L model and the MH-Parser, there are multiple outputs from the model. The performance of each of the outputs and the prediction-level merging of the outputs is shown in Table 3 . We can see how each component contributes to the final performance. Interestingly, adding the aggregator helps improve the performance of G and L as well, due to the fact that the interaction between the global parsing task and the local parsing task is enabled by the aggregator. We also report the precision-recall curves and PCP values under varying thresholds in Figure 4 . We can see that the precision curve is quite sensitive to IOU threshold and it is a challenging problem to improve the performance under a high IOU threshold.
Qualitative comparison
The visualization of the parsing results are shown in Figure 5 . We can see that the MH-Parser captures more fine-grained details compared to the global parser, as some categories with a small number of pixels are accurately predicted. Failure cases of some images are shown in Figure 6 , which include parsing multiple persons with occlusion, large pose variations, interactions and partial body parts. We can see that with real world human parsing requirements, the problem of multiple-human parsing is very challenging and more attention is needed in the research community. 
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we introduced the multiple-human parsing problem and a new large-scale MHP dataset for developing and evaluating multiple-human parsing models. We also proposed a novel MH-Parser algorithm to address this new challenging problem and performed detailed evaluations of the proposed method with different baselines on the new benchmark dataset. We hope the proposed MHP dataset and the MH-Parser would drive the human parsing research towards real world human parsing with simultaneous presence of multiple persons and complex interactions among persons. In the future, we will make efforts to construct a more comprehensive multiplehuman parsing benchmark dataset with more images and more detailed semantic annotations to further push the frontier of multiple-human parsing research. 
